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THE current crisis in logistics has
split into a tale of two cargoes:
medical supplies, for which
freight prices are soaring, and all
the rest – which has seen
demand plummet.
This crash in demand could
lead to the shipping industry
losing as much as $23bn this
year – while the best outcome
carriers can hope for is a mere
10 per cent drop in volumes,
according to SeaIntelligence. In
that case, profits would fall just
$6bn, causing a combined
$800m loss.
The lines have embarked on a
dramatic service blanking
programme – 212 sailings were
cut on the three main deepsea
east-west trades in the first
week of April alone.
Capacity on the westbound

Asia-Europe trade is expected to
drop by 29-34 per cent, year-onyear, as carriers battle
to prevent a
“catastrophic drop in
rate levels”,
according to the
consultant.
With demand for
most goods at
record lows, some
shippers are looking
for longer transit
times to keep
inventory out of
warehouses. As a
result, some lines
are routing via the
Cape of Good Hope
on Asia-North
Europe voyages,
aided by low fuel prices and
savings on Suez Canal tolls.

“With nobody wanting
containers in North Europe
anytime soon, due to
the lockdowns, I can
see that shippers
that cannot cancel
orders will be
looking for the
slowest possible
transit from Asia, for
as long as this crisis
lasts,” said one
shipping source.
Meanwhile the
amount of idled
ships will reach a
record high of 3m
teu within weeks,
according to
Alphaliner. And it
will affect all size
segments.
One carrier source said: “We

"We are
going to
have to
anchor a
lot of ships,
like the
airlines have
parked-up
their planes"

are going to have to anchor a lot
of ships, like the airlines have
parked-up their planes,” he said.
“Our visibility, for what it is
worth, is showing forward
bookings from Asia to North
Europe down by over 50 per
cent, and it could even be worse
than that,” he said.
One brighter sign for the
shiping industry is a rising
interest in prioritised services.
With air freight rates
skyrocketing, but transit times
slow, some sea-based services
are stepping into the breach.
CMA CGM, for example, has
launched Seapriority Go, offering
priority allocation and loading
for containers and includes a
money-back guarantee. The
service is available on all sectors
in the line’s network.
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Chaos as forwarders
chase costly air capacity
THE air freight market is in
complete disarray. There is
strong demand to ship
medical equipment, but with
numerous travel restrictions,
and most belly capacity
grounded, finding the right
amount of space at an
affordable price is near
impossible.
“Capacity and
space is a
disaster, and we
are seeing
massive swings
in rates from
five- to
20-times the
normal level,”
said one chief
executive at a
medium-sized
forwarder.
“We have
made bookings
and then been
advised the
flights are
cancelled.”
Others have reported
having to watch the market
permanently to secure space
– even a few hours not
checking capacity can have
significant consequences.
Frequently, bookings have
been cancelled, forcing staff

to go round in circles.
“You book, plan, cancel,
book another flight;
sometimes three times in an
hour,” said one forwarder,
but so far, using freighter lift
has been more
straightforward, as all-cargo
schedules have been more
reliable, he added.
Large
forwarders have
been able to
charter
freighters to
secure
necessary lift,
but for those
that don’t have
the volumes for
this option,
finding capacity
has been a
challenge.
Capacity
shortages have
been the worst
on the China
routes, where
production on medical
equipment has been
ramping up significantly.
But airfreight rates for
medical supplies had hit
more than $13 per kg in
some cases, as Voice of the
Independent went to press,

"we are
seeing
massive
swings in
rates from
five- to
20-times
the normal
level"

causing some forwarders to
claim that freighter airlines
are “profiteering” from the
Covid-19 crisis.
Forwarders said that while
carriers offering the new
‘belly-freighters’ were
chartering for about $6 or
$7 per kg, normally the
whole aircraft needed to be
booked, necessitating a
40-50 ton shipment.
For freighter operations,
or smaller shipments, prices
have surged to upwards of
$13 per kg for medical
supplies, while general cargo
– when it is shipped, rather
than bumped - costs about
$7-$8 per kg.
One forwarder said:
“General freight is being
offloaded, but there is a
huge surcharge for medical
goods. It’s absolutely
disgusting and immoral. And
it all requires a pre-payment.
“But customers, mostly
governments, are paying
$120,000 for 10 tons to be
delivered. It’s distressing and
sad to profiteer from death.
And everyone is doing it.”
One key issue for those
shipping medical supplies,
including masks and
personal protective

Industry at risk if it doesn’t
adopt new behaviours

The changes will inevitably slow down
FORWARDING and warehouse operations
operations – but that is a better outcome
are at risk of being shut down by
than closing operations. One forwarder noted
governments if they fail to observe social
that terminals will see operations slowing as
distancing rules.
only one person, rather than two or three, will
While each country currently has different
be able to unload containers, doubling the
requirements in place, most have
time spent.
implemented the two-metre rule, but often
“It’s impossible to keep people apart in very
this is not happening in warehouses and other
narrow aisles,” pointed out Ward. “But
logistics operations.
companies are just going to have to adapt
Several companies have already been called
their working practices.”
out in the media for failing to observe rules
He noted the lack of available personal
such as hygiene.
protective equipment, but said companies
“There has been a media frenzy on unsafe
must ensure that sanitiser is available and
warehouses,” said Peter Ward, chief executive
they stick to sensible rules, such as not
of UKWA. “Companies are being named and
sharing headsets and hygienically cleaning all
shamed – even commendable ones – for not
equipment.
applying social distancing rules.
One source said that among larger
“This is a big risk for the industry, and could
operations, “there is always going to be one
become a factor in putting warehousing into a
clever dick that sends in images to social
real crisis which could stop supply chains.
media”, and urged companies to make sure
“We’ve got
to
keep
reminding
the
industry
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there was no divergence from requirements.
to follow guidelines. It’s common sense.”
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one to three years to get the
new certification as a ‘green
channel’ to expedite the
process has been closed.
Lee Alderman-Davis,
airfreight director for
Ligentia, said: “The main
issue is there are normally
two to three companies
equipment (PPE), is that
involved in the sourcing
China this month
chain, and the end factory
implemented much stricter
doesn’t have the licence.
export controls, following
“More and more suppliers
the shipment of substandard
are moving ex-works, but
goods.
the stock will get held at
All medical suppliers in
LEE ALDERMAN-DAVIS
China Customs and, by this
China must now provide “a
Ligentia
time, the importer has paid
declaration that products for
“The backlog continues
100 per cent for the
export have a medical
and space is tight. The
product.
device product registration
airlines/masterloaders are
“The air rates continue to
certificate, which meets the
requesting advance payment
surge as the demand rises
quality standards of the
for bookings and applying
due to the need for critical
importing country”.
100 per cent dead freight
PPE. Rates are rising on a
Prior to this, companies
charges if the cargo for
daily basis. Last week the
needed a CE certification,
reason
is not ready or
rate level was $8 per kg,
but many AW_Everok
of those now
only
Ad VOTI
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available.”
today it’s over $13.
CE-certified claim it can take
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South America wait
“IT is too soon to estimate
the impact,” director of
Distra Activesea, Matias
Markez, tells Voice of the
Independent (VOTI) when
discussing the current global
pandemic. Perhaps
fortuitously, Distra is an
Argentine company and,
unlike some of its
neighbours, the country’s
government was decidedly
more proactive in its efforts
to mitigate the impact of
covid-19 on the population.
“Our government reacted
quickly by imposing a strict
quarantine for most of the
people – except those
affected to essential
activities,” says Markez. “As
the economy started to
quickly deteriorate, the
government banned private
companies from firing their
employees, moved to
preserve jobs, and is giving
fiscal aid to the companies
to help them to navigate
these turbulent waters.
“Although most of our
staff are now working from

home, we still
have an emergency staff
at the office to take care of
the things that are not able
to be carried out remotely.
Unfortunately, many of the
customs process in South
America have not been
adapted to be conducted
fully electronically, so there
are still papers and
inspections to be done in
person by the customs’
broker or staff. We work
with many companies in the
health/medical field, and by
continuing doing so
seriously and with total
commitment to our job, we
feel we are doing our part in
this difficult time.”
Even so, expectations for
the rest of the year appear
bleak. South America has
yet to sustain heavy
covid-19 case numbers –
although expectations are
that its numbers will begin
to surge in the coming
weeks – the health crisis in

News that the Dutch have already destroyed 80 per cent of
their flower blooms in response to dwindling demand will likely
prove unsettling

China, Europe and the US is
set to strike hard at South
American economies. In
recent years, trade between
LatAm and China surged
more than 30-fold and now
generates some
10 per cent of
the region’s
economy.
However, with
demand from
China having
rapidly declined,
exporters have
been forced to
seek new
buyers for their
wares.
For Colombia,
heavily reliant
on its fresh-cut
flower market
– which ranks in
its top five
export categories – the
situation is only likely to get
worse. News that the Dutch
have already destroyed 80
per cent of their flower
blooms in response to
dwindling demand will likely
prove unsettling. More than
70 per cent of its flower
exports fly into the US, and
as that country fast
overtakes the rest of the
world in terms of case
numbers and fatalities,
expectations are that
demand will plummet.
Indeed, this is already being
felt among domestic US
flower shippers as people
abandon non-essential
purchases, and stores selling
non-essential items are
forced to close. President of

US flower industry group
CalFlowers, Frank Biddle,
has already been reported
saying his group’s members
have seen between an
80-100 per cent drop in
business. For Markez, this is
not as big a blow –
Argentina, unlike Colombia
is not so strong in its export
of fresh flowers.
“Argentina is
not as strong a
fresh flower
exporter as
Colombia for
example,” he
says. “Regarding
the fish industry,
I'm sure it will
be affected,
however, it's too
soon to estimate
the impact.”
Capacity has
certainly proved
worrisome for
exporters. But
the region’s
largest airfreight carrier,
Latam Cargo, has acted
quickly to shore up space.
Despite announcing a
sweeping 95 per cent
reduction in services –
largely linked to border
closures aimed at averting
the spread of covid-19 – its
cargo services are facing
none of the limitations
imposed on passenger
flights. Alongside using
passenger planes for cargo
flights between Santiago
and Mexico City and for a
domestic connection in
Peru, it has modified its
full-freighter itinerary with
route changes and increased
frequencies to put additional
space onto the market. Chief
executive officer Andres

"Regarding
the fish
industry, I'm
sure it will
be affected,
however, it's
too soon to
estimate the
impact"

Bianchi says the new
itinerary was both designed
and implemented at an
“unprecedented pace”,
adding that it was hoped
that the move would help
plug the hole created by a
shortfall in belly capacity.
“We are working to
provide our clients with
more and better choices and
serve as support for the
region’s economy,” says
Bianchi. “There are many
difficulties, but we are aware
of the key role we play in
delivering supplies to
countries, and we will
continue with our focus on
providing our clients with
more solutions.”
In particular, the carrier is
hoping the new programme
will offer salmon exporters a
“robust solution” amidst the
current crisis. Frequencies
have been increased by
around 20 per cent for
services into Europe, while
North American flights have
been bumped up by almost
15 per cent.
Lack of freighters has not
starved carriers of capacity,
a number of airlines –
including those with
freighters – have attempted
to keep goods flying through
utilising passenger aircraft
for freight-only flights. At
the end of March Avianca
ran its first Bogota-New
York belly charter with a
B787. The passenger plane
carried some 20 tonnes of
food, medicines and medical
equipment, and toiletries. In
order to achieve this,
additional measures were
implemented to minimise
physical contact, with
cleaning and personal

MATIAS MARKEZ
Distra Activesea
protective equipment (PPE)
supplied to employees.
“Achieving this operation
has been a major logistical
challenge for Avianca,” says
managing director of
Avianca Cargo Kurt
Schosinsky. “Prioritising the
safety of our personnel and
operation, we have adapted
to the regulations of the
different countries to
continue to provide our
cargo services
uninterrupted. With this first
flight on a passenger aircraft,
we managed to transport
about 20 tons of necessities
on each journey.”
Even with carriers doing
their best to keep cargo
capacity strong, forwarders
are having their work cut
out in getting access to it.
One German forwarder has
been chartering various
flights to keep its goods
flying. At the end of March,
it sent more than three
million items of PPE from
Mexico to Germany via
charter.
“Our teams in Mexico and
Germany have achieved an
exceptional performance,”
said the head of airfreight.
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Latin America

ts for impact to hit

ANDRES BIANCHI
Latam Cargo
“Especially in such
challenging times, we have
worked with excellent
networks.”
While efforts have been
made to shore up certain
industries, others are taking
a battering. Argentina’s
world-renowned beef sector
is among those that are
seeing volumes sink.

Shipments to the European
Union have reportedly
slipped to near nothing, with
Chinese exports being cut
by more than 15 per cent in
stark contrast to the
significant growth reported
in 2019. Nor is it
coronavirus alone that is
hampering Argentinian
exports. At this time when
luck is in short supply, it
seems the weather is taking
a swipe, with bad conditions
causing notable disruptions
to shipping. This, in turn, has
caused forecasts for grain
exports to be hacked back
from 52 million tonnes to
49.5 million tonnes.
Furthermore, a labour union
representing grain-quality
inspectors is calling on the
government to suspend port
activities.
“We strongly request that
all operations in ports be

Could Covid bring
much-needed change?

BEFORE the pandemic, Argentina was not sitting pretty. “It
was heavily dependent on which industry you worked in as
to what the prospects looked like,” director of Distra
Activesea Matias Markez tells Voice of the Independent
(VOTI). In the case of Distra, Markez says that working with
pharmaceutical and healthcare companies, which were
seeing their businesses “skyrocketing”, the picture looked
good.
“But in most of the fields of business, what we were seeing
was the opposite, a slowdown in the number of new
transactions,” he continues. “In Argentina, as in many
countries of our region, there were presidential elections
towards the end of 2019. As often happens, the economy
slowed down before the elections.”
While he says there were signs of an uptick before the
declaration of a global pandemic, bringing with it the
ensuing economic and health catastrophe, there were still a
number of changes that needed to be addressed. These
changes were by no means unique to Argentina. In the wider
region, Markez says, there is a need to update the way
goods are moved, from the lack of digitalisation to customs
processes.
“In my opinion, this situation will bring changes in the way
the things have been done in many fields,” he continues.
“Regarding our business sector and region, I hope the actual
crisis will attract the attention of the local authorities
regarding the importance of speeding up the migration of
the old customs process to a new, fully electronic way of
carrying out both shipments’ paperwork and customs
clearance processes. This will not only have an impact in
situations like the one we are facing today, but it will help to
reduce significantly the operative cost and help to become
more competitive.”

suspended for 15 days,”
chief of the Urgara union
Pablo Palacio told
Argentina’s president
Alberto Fernandez in an
open letter. “In the current
health emergency, we do
not consider most port
activities to be essential.
Foreign trade should be
considered only for activities
that cannot be postponed,
that is, as a true exception
to the rule, not as an
authorization to
open the door
to foreigners
from countries
considered
risky.”
If acceded to,
the move would
have worldwide
repercussions,
with Argentina
the leading
supplier for
soymeal
livestock feed.
While the
government has,
reportedly, yet
to respond to
the letter, any
such decision would likely
receive its own pushback
from growers, coming as it
does at the height of the
country’s harvest season.
Any decision to cease
exports will provide
opportunities for its
neighbour Brazil, which
seems unlikely to stop

exporting its own soybeans
anytime soon. According to
S&P Platts, some 7.8 million
metric tonnes of soybeans
will be exported through
Brazil’s waterways over the
course of April, with close to
50 per cent destined for
China. And while other
countries may be struggling,
the Brazilian soybean market
is seemingly
showing signs
of growth with
March numbers
up on previous
years.
The
automotive
sector in Latin
America is also
facing strong
shocks. Renault
Group
announced at
the end of
March that it
would be
shutting down
its production
activities across all
its industrial sites in the
region “until further notice”
– seemingly waiting on the
impact of the pandemic on
the region. Several reports
suggest that when covid-19
finally takes hold, South
America may overtake the
US in terms of impact. In
total, the Renault decision

“In the
current
health
emergency,
we do not
consider
most port
activities to
be essential"

will hit 9,000 employees
across seven sites in four
countries.
In a statement, the car
manufacturer said: “In order
to protect its employees in
the context of the Covid-19
pandemic and in compliance
with the measures taken by
the various governments,
Groupe Renault suspended
production activities in the
plants of Santa Isabel in
Cordoba in Argentina,
Curitiba in Brazil (4 sites),
Envigado in Colombia and is
ready to do the same in
Cormecanica in Los Andes,
Chile.”
Other automotive
manufacturers have joined
suit, with Honda first out of
the block, announcing the
closure of its site in Mexico
in mid-March before
subsequently extending that
shutdown. Likewise, Toyota

has kept its plants shut and
is reportedly set to keep the
shutdown in place until at
least 20 April. Meanwhile,
Ford is also apparently set to
utilise its plants in Argentina
and Brazil to make some
50,000 face masks for
health workers on the
frontline of the crisis. Amidst
all the uncertainty, Markez
says being part of the WCA
network has proved pivotal.
“In this time of
uncertainty, we feel it's even
more important to work
with companies under the
WCA umbrella,” he tells
VOTI. “And this is for many
reasons, but one of the
strongest is its gold
medallion payment
protection scheme. In this
sense, the recent increase of
the annual ceiling to US$3
million, is a very much
welcome initiative.”

Renault Group announced at the end of March that it would be
shutting down its production activities across all its industrial
sites in the region “until further notice”
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Dan March

Concerning times mean
rapid changes ahead
THE Coronavirus pandemic
has had a significant and
rapid impact on global
logistics and, like its
members, WCA is adapting
fast to the new environment.
SME freight forwarders have
an advantage of being able
to rapidly adapt and change
to meet the new
environment, being relatively

asset-light, close to their
customers and highly
knowledgeable of their local
market and trade flows.
And WCA is mirroring
that, quickly providing
additional support, explains
Dan March, chief executive
officer.
“We have increased our
financial protection scheme
from US$2m to $3m
annually, on a rolling
12-month limit. This ensures
members can continue to
work with each other in a
protected environment and
if one member doesn’t pay
another, the programme will
pay up to US$100,000 per
valid claim.
“There had been some
concerns among members
DAVID YOKEUM
WCA, Ltd

that WCA would declare
force majeure, and dilute the
financial protection. In fact,
we’ve done the opposite and
raised the limits, to protect
our members
further, so they
can carry on
working with
each other
safely, member
to member.
“The financial
protection is
part of the glue
that binds the
group together.
We do the due
diligence and
financial checks
on all members
to ensure that
the quality
within the networks remains
high.”
March makes the point

that continuing good
business practices is crucial
for the health of member
companies and the industry
as a whole.
“Everyone is
understandably
more protective
of cashflow, as
they always are
in a crisis. But
we are
encouraging
everybody to
adapt, make
changes as
necessary and
continue to
provide top level
service, while
continuing to
pay their
partners and
service providers as normal.
“Don’t delay payments – if
you do, it affects the whole
supply chain.”
He adds that WCA is the
only network to offer such a
high level of financial
protection.
“There is likely to be some
financial challenges some
members will face, but we
feel our members are well
equipped to weather the
storm. Companies are using
government schemes to help
retain staff and being
pro-active in finding
solutions. Companies don’t
want to re-emerge from this
having lost valued skilled
staff.”
Another issue for
members is the constantly
changing information –
including that on
government support,
country regulations, impacts
to the supply chain, port and
airport operations, airline
changes and freight flows
– and again WCA has
stepped in, says March.
“The old ways of
communicating via email and
phone do not really work in
such a fast-moving and
dynamic situation. So we’ve
created a members-only
Facebook group for the
latest news and information
provided locally by the
agents – it has become a
valuable central repository
for information on every
country in the world.
“About 1,000 members
signed up within days to
enter relevant information,
and it’s been really useful. It
allows real-time information
to be circulated, not via
disparate email broadcasts,

"Real-time
cooperation
is extremely
useful and
we will
utilise it
more going
forward"

but as a centralised point.”
Real-time information is
critical at the moment, in the
fast-changing environment
– especially within the air
freight sector. Many
forwarders have reported
huge challenges in acquiring
airfreight capacity, or missing
out on capacity within just
an hour of it being offered.
“We were getting requests
for help and information on
air freight capacity, and then
realised that as the airlines
were grounding and rates
soaring, that members had a
need for lift and were
struggling to find appropriate
air freight options, and
wanted to coordinate,”
explains March. “So now we
have a message board where
members can post what
capacity they have, or need,
and cooperate on acquiring
or sharing. We brought in
our airline partners too, and
brokers, and put it all
together.
“It’s nice to see members
cooperating and again, it’s in
real-time.
“Real-time cooperation is
extremely useful and we will
utilise it more going forward.
In a crisis, you need to be
creative.”
WCA has had to put its
creativity to use to help
solve problems for Indian
members in particular. The
country enforced a very
strict shutdown on March 24
– no trains, no buses, closed
shops and banks.
“It’s been very
challenging for
our members
there: when
they said
‘shutdown’, they
really meant it.
“The problem
is not just about
working and
moving freight,
but payments.
“India is a
unique market.
Cross-border
payments are very difficult at
this time, and companies
need officially signed
documents. We are working
on a solution which allows
members to pay in local
currency. We just pieced
together a solution. It’s not
without complications, but it

Chief Executive Officer
WCA, Ltd
is a solution. Hopefully this
will aid this pressing problem
and ensure working with
Indian agents is secure.
“For countries outside of
India we have our own WCA
Partner Pay programme that
allows all members to pay
each other wherever they
are in the world the same
day with no banking or
transaction fees. This has
proved even more invaluable
as more banks and financial
institutions are impacted by
the situation. Partner Pay is
particularly crucial, and really
important for peace of mind
for the members.”
March adds that the whole
WCA staff is on hand to help
members with anything they
may need.
“David Yokeum, WCA’s
founder, is very energised in
supporting members, as are
our staff. They are working
from home, but have been
re-tasked to support
members in any way they
can, whether it’s help,
referrals, advice, or
information.”
But, he adds, it is the
members that provide the
real resilience of the WCA.
“The combined strength of
the network can help
everyone. There is a trust
that has been built up, and it
is secure.
“If companies temporarily
downsize, they
will be able to
quickly upsize
when needed,
and that
flexibility is an
advantage they
have over big
companies.
“It has been
heartening to be
able to put
people together
to help each
other, and to
witness members
around the world providing
innovative solutions to bring
in medical solutions and
supplies to countries that are
really in need. The
independent forwarding
community really are playing
a vital role in fighting the
Coronavirus.”

"It has been
heartening
to be able to
put people
together to
help each
other"
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Handlers warn of collapse in ‘biggest
crisis ever’
FOUR major handlers have
warned of their “imminent
collapse” as aviation systems
around the world come to a
standstill.
Swissport, dnata, WFS
and Menzies put out a
statement urging
government support – or
face the danger of a collapse
of supply chains.
“The aviation
system is a
triangle of
airlines, airports,
and ground
handling
businesses.
Without cargo
and ground
handling
companies,
international
supply chains
will stop
functioning
during the
Covid-19
pandemic and
recovery,” said
Jason Holt, chief executive
for Swissport western
Europe.
“Our thousands of
employees are keeping
goods and parts moving
safely and securely during
the Covid-19 pandemic and
will be integral to the

recovery of airlines and
airports once the initial
crisis concludes.
“The ground handling
industry is robust and
competitive in normal times.
We have chosen to come
together as one voice in
these extraordinary
circumstances to ask that
we be given the essential
and urgent support
we need to
ensure planes
can continue to
fly.”
The
statement went
out as Menzies
was forced to
furlough 17,500
staff globally. In
a trading update
it said it was
“mitigating
action wherever
we can, but the
situation is very
fluid”.
The directors
and senior management
have taken a 20 per cent cut
in salary as part of the “cost
reduction initiatives”.
Menzies said it hopes the
vast majority of staff will be
back when flight volumes
start to pick up again.
The handlers said that

"Without us,
regardless
of the
support to
others, the
UK’s skies
will remain
empty"

Forwarders set to
‘weather the storm’
JOB losses, and a move to furlough staff around the world
are increasing. From garment makers in Bangladesh, to
airlines globally - IATA has claimed that 25m jobs are at
risk – and logistics companies such as Freightos, Menzies,
and various hauliers, employment is on shaky ground.
However, some in the forwarding industry may be in a
better position than others.
“It’s too early to make a prediction on how forwarders
will fare,” said Dan March, chief executive of WCA.
“Some are as busy as ever, while others have seen a 50
per cent drop in volumes.
“It all depends on the business model, which mode they
are exposed to, and who their customers are.”
He added that there were both benefits and
disadvantages to being an independent forwarder.
“They are probably a bit more exposed than bigger
companies to what is happening with key customers, but as
SMEs they can adapt far more quickly to any changes.
“And their size will help them recover. If companies have
downsized, they will be able to quickly upsize. That
flexibility is one advantage they have over big companies.”
One forwarder said he thought that most would be able
to weather the storm, but it would depend on how long the
crisis continued for, and how much damage had been done
to sectors such as manufacturing.
March said that along with pharmaceuticals, ecommerce
has “seen lots of demand”, which could indicate more longterm interest in the sector.
“This additional demand looks like it’s part of a
fundamental change. There are new consumers buying
online who have been forced into it – and that looks likely
to accelerate.”
He added that while ecommerce was booming, it has
been harder to move shipments.
“It’s not been as easy to do cross-border at the moment,
and air freight capacity is hard to find, but there are other
ways. We have seen a big uptake in overland, and new
solutions, “ he said.

“low margins and staff
comprising 70 per cent of
costs mean that the viability
of the industry remains
immediately unsustainable”.
In a letter addressed to
the UK’s chancellor, the four
senior managers wrote: “We
are providing warning that
without urgent government
support we are unlikely to
be able to continue our
operations across the
country throughout the
crisis period.
“We are requesting urgent
dialogue between the
government and our
industry, regarding the
support needed to ensure
continued operational

cashflow and secure
employment for as many
staff as possible.
“This period of disruption
is creating a risk of an
artificial cash-flow crisis
which would pose a very
real threat to [our] survival.”
Noting that they were
facing payment delays from
airlines, the handling
companies urged the
government to provide more
support, including better
access to corporate finance
loans, a holiday from certain
taxes, and a six-month
extension to CAA
regulations requiring staff
training every two years.
“Without us, regardless of

Swissport, dnata, WFS and Menzies put out a statement urging
government support
the support to others, the
UK’s skies will remain
empty.

“This is quite simply the
biggest crisis ever faced by
our industry.”
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Calming your customers
in the coronavirus crisis

Written by Paul Kelly, Actualis Marketing

EVERY business is vulnerable in this crisis.
The days of burying your head in the sand
and waiting for the storm to blow over are
gone.
You can try, but your customers will not be
understanding or forgiving, because they will
see how pro-active your competitors are, in
engaging with their customers and keeping
them informed throughout the crisis. You will
lose their trust and with it, their business.
There are important benefits in
communicating directly with customers
during the coronavirus that is impacting them
at home and the places they deal with
globally.
It is reassuring for customers to know they
have a source for information that is relevant
to them and, by association, you are capable
of taking care of their needs now and in the
future.
Take this crisis as an opportunity to build a
better relationship with the customers and
prospective customers in your audiences.
Effective communication can help
employees and customers navigate the crisis
and reduce the associated uncertainties and
insecurities.
The global supply situation is confusing
and fast changing, with rapidly escalating
rates and logistics requirements in the most
unlikely places.

There are business opportunities that will
be won by the forwarders with the engaged
audiences that quickly see the benefits in
these developments.
During the relatively short time of this
crisis we have seen clients’ web traffic
increase by 40 per cent, email click throughs
250 per cent and social followers 20 per
cent. Pro-active coronavirus communications
have attracted thousands of prospective new
customers.
Internal communications comes into its
own at this time, developing the voice of the
organisation and projecting strength during
the period of uncertainty.
The current Covid-19 emergency has left
employees worried about their jobs and how
they can continue to serve customers. They
want reassurance and need information.
They look to their leadership team to
provide clear and consistent day-to-day
messaging, guidance on what’s coming next
and clear guidance on communicating with
customers.
In the absence of adequate
internal and external
communications:
• Customers will not know what
is happening and will become
negatively reactive
• Your operational response will
be ineffective and unaligned
• The impact on your bottom
line will be more
severe
• Your reputation
will be undermined
Briefed and
directed properly
your customerfacing personnel
will be your biggest drivers of
advocates and supporters,
strengthening brand reputation
along the way.
You can’t over-communicate
at this time. A well-informed
employee feels more secure
and can reassure customers,
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trust and confidence of employees and
customers.

PAUL KELLY
Actualis Marketing
steering perception in a positive direction.
Well-constructed communications
highlight your strengths and prepare your
audiences for recovery, which means you
strengthen your brand equity and
accelerate your commercial
recovery.

Take this
crisis as an
opportunity
to build
a better
relationship
with the
customers

Form your coronavirus
communications team
• A small team formed around
the CEO, with external help to
guide your messaging, if you
don’t have PR expertise inhouse.
• Be consistent and credible
Closely monitor news
channels, subscribe to the most
relevant email alerts, use
Google’s automated tools and
engage partners, to stay up to
date with the latest developments.
A vacuum in communication can fuel
concerns, so it’s critical to keep in regular
touch with accurate updates. Too much
information is far better, than too little.
It’s absolutely fine if you don’t have all the
facts. If your audiences can see how hard you
are working on getting them and constantly
assessing the situation, you will boost the

Multi-channel communication
Employees and customers want current and
helpful information, so it’s essential for
companies to develop their sources and use
communication platforms that can reach
everyone, including email, social media,
website, internal intranet and the press,
ensuring consistency in messaging and no
delay in dissemination.
This is not the time to be trying to sell
overtly, though your messaging can be used
to accelerate your commercial recovery. It’s
the time to show solidarity and oneness with
your customers, employees and the wider
community.
If you're in a position to do something
positive, nationally or locally,
communications will help you stand out as a
corporate citizen.
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